WOODSIDE HIGH SCHOOL

TASK GRID 3: YEAR 10
WHAT TO STUDY AT HOME?
Using your school timetable as a guide, work through the tasks outlined below. Use the ‘how to study at home’
sheet to help you plan your time and approach to self study.

SUBJECT
ENGLISH

TASK
AQA Power and Conflict Poetry
http://thebicesterschool.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Poetry-Support-Bookl
et.pdf
GCSEPod: English Literature>AQA>Poetry: Power & Conflict
Task 1 - Define the following keywords linked to poetry: Allegory, Allusion, Ambiguous,
Analogy, Cliché, Connotation, Contrast, Euphemism, Hyperbole, Irony, Metaphor,
Oxymoron, Paradox, Pun, Simile, Verse, Stanza, Rhetorical Question, Rhyme Scheme,
Enjambment, Form, Fixed Forms, Pathetic Fallacy, Foreshadowing.
Task 2 - Find an example of each of the keywords in the Power and Conflict poetry
anthology, annotate this on the poem.

How long you should
spend completing these
tasks
You should spend at least
an hour on each task.
Ensure that you have
completed the task in your
exercise book or in your
AQA Power & Conflict
Anthology.
Contact your teacher via
email if you need further
assistance.

Task 3 - List the poems that share the theme of ‘Nature’. Make a note of 3 quotes from
each poem that link to this theme. Do the same for the following themes: pride, conflict,
identity, loss and violence.
Task 4 - “Pride is a dangerous thing”: Discuss that statement with regard to two poems
of your choice. Ensure that you use at least 3 quotes from each poem to support your
response.
Task 5 - How do two poems of your choice show conflict through inner turmoil? Ensure
that you use at least 3 quotes from each poem to support your response.
Task 6 - “Past, present and future fit together to define who we are”, do you agree with
this? Discuss that statement with regard to two poems of your choice. Ensure that you
use at least 3 quotes from each poem to support your response.

MATHS

Y10 Foundation
Topic – Trigonometry
Tasks:
1)

Watch

the videos: https://youtu.be/xNvfzd2jh5Y

https://youtu.be/-fJq56rmk9A
https://youtu.be/xWpaOmk5k74
2)

Answer the questions at:
https://corbettmaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/trigonometry-pd
f1.pdf

(Answers at
https://corbettmaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/trigonometry.pdf)
3)

Watch

the videos: https://youtu.be/iWLVTy_rGjs

https://youtu.be/7mbN6HntdkE
https://youtu.be/UKaoHO4ClS4

4)

Answer

the questions at:
https://corbettmaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/pythagoras-pdf2
.pdf

https://corbettmaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/pythagoras-other-p
df.pdf
(Answers at
https://corbettmaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/pythagoras.pdf and
https://corbettmaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/pythagoras-extra-a
nswers.pdf)
Y10 Higher
Topic – Trigonometry
Tasks:
1)

Complete

2)

Watch

tasks 1 and 2 from the foundation list of tasks

the video: https://youtu.be/An_kU2n_3RY

https://youtu.be/ISxiacGy6oA
https://youtu.be/RHdFb2QhYCE
https://youtu.be/3H3u92WJAjw
https://youtu.be/Q0quAR-kAZg
https://youtu.be/eSFOMSxjMts
3)

Answer the questions at
https://corbettmaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/sine-and-cosinerule-pdf1.pdf (Answers found at
https://corbettmaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/advanced-trig.p
df)

SCIENCE

If you are J-band, complete the Chemistry tasks. If you are K-band,
complete the Physics tasks.
Chemistry:
Task 1: For each of the following separating techniques, draw a labelled
diagram of the equipment used and explain how it is used to separate different
mixtures:
●
●
●

Filtration
Paper chromatography
Distillation

Task 2: For the first 20 elements in the periodic table, draw the electron
configurations and state the numbers of subatomic particles that make them up
(protons, neutrons and electrons)
Use the periodic table below to help:

3 to 4 hours per week. This
could be split into smaller
periods, for example you could
do 8 30 minute sessions.

Online Task 1: Use GCSEPod (if you’re not sure of your login either email your
class teacher or tutor). You should watch the videos in the Combined Science
section. Watch videos from Unit 1 - Key Concepts in Chemistry. For each video
aim to make a revision card. Your revision card should only have three or four
bullet points but may also include diagrams.
Physics:
Task 1: Explain why an object can be travelling at a constant speed, but its
velocity is constantly changing. Explain whether the object is subject to
balanced or unbalanced forces and explain how the forces acting on the object
are affecting its motion.
Task 2: Explain how the gravitational field strength of an object affects the
weight of an object and the acceleration due to gravity. Explain how the
acceleration due to gravity affects free-fall and the terminal velocity of an object.
Online Task 1: Use GCSEPod (if you’re not sure of your login either email your
class teacher or tutor). You should watch the videos in the Combined Science

section. Watch videos from Unit 2 - Motion and Forces. For each video aim to
make a revision card. Your revision card should only have three or four bullet
points but may also include diagrams.
If you can, email any work you have completed to your teacher

BIOLOGY

Task 1: Explain, using examples, what Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural
selection is and explain how evidence supports this theory.
Task 2: Describe the structure of a DNA strand and explain how differences and
changes in the order of base pairs can lead to mutations and changes in
proteins

2 to 3 hours per week. This
could be split into smaller
periods, for example you could
do 6 30 minute sessions.

Online Task: Use GCSEPod (if you’re not sure of your login either email your
class teacher or tutor). You should watch the videos in the Biology section.
Watch videos from Unit 3 - Inheritance. For each video aim to make a revision
card. Your revision card should only have three or four bullet points but may
also include diagrams.
If you can, email any work you have completed to your teacher

CHEMISTRY

Task 1: Describe the similarities and differences between the ions that form
acids and alkalis and explain how these ions relate to both the strength and
concentration of acidic and alkaline solutions with reference to the pH scale.
Task 2: Write a method for producing a pure, dry sample of iron nitrate using a
neutralisation reaction. Include a list of equipment and a diagram, explaining
why you have selected each piece of equipment. Identify the control, dependent
and independent variables. Explain how you would produce samples with
different crystal sizes
Online Task: Use GCSEPod (if you’re not sure of your login either email your
class teacher or tutor). You should watch the videos in the Chemistry section.
Watch videos from Unit 8 - Acids and Alkalis. For each video aim to make a
revision card. Your revision card should only have three or four bullet points but
may also include diagrams.

2 to 3 hours per week. This
could be split into smaller
periods, for example you could
do 6 30 minute sessions.

If you can, email any work you have completed to your teacher

PHYSICS

Task 1: Describe and explain the differences between infrasound and
ultrasound. Explain how they can be produced and the different uses for each
type of sound.
Task 2: Waves can be refracted when moving from one medium to another.
Explain why waves are refracted and describe what happens when a wave
passes from a less dense to more dense medium and from a more dense to
less dense medium. You should draw a diagram to help support your answer.

2 to 3 hours per week. This
could be split into smaller
periods, for example you could
do 6 30 minute sessions.

Online Task: Use GCSEPod (if you’re not sure of your login either email your
class teacher or tutor). You should watch the videos in the Physics section.
Watch videos from Unit 4 - Waves. For each video aim to make a revision card.
Your revision card should only have three or four bullet points but may also
include diagrams.
If you can, email any work you have completed to your teacher

GEOGRAPHY

Task 1
Use the internet to find out more about the eruption of Eyjafjallajokull in
Iceland in 2010 and the global impacts of the ash cloud that was created.
Present your work in the form of an information poster. It should be
captioned or annotated. Your poster should include:
1. The location of Eyjafjallajokull
2. Brief details of the eruption
3. A description of the global impacts of the ash cloud.
Task 2
Write a short in depth newspaper article on one of the impacts of climate
change. Conduct your own research to find out more about it. Try to
include some facts and figures and a photograph. Don't forget to write a
headline.

Spend approximately 3 hours a
week completing these
geography questions/tasks

Task 3
One of the geographical issues that face large cities is air quality. This is
seen by the World Health organisation as one the greatest global threats
to health, and large cities are the worst culprits. Investigate the air quality
around the world using the Plume labs map: https://air.plumelabs.com. In
which country is the air quality particularly bad? What could be done to
try and reduce this?
Task 4- Exam Q
With reference to a city you have studied, outline the negative
consequences of rapid urban growth in LIDCs (6)

HISTORY

Crime and punishment: Historic Environment; Whitechapel 1880’s
Task 1: Watch this youtube clip to get you thinking about Whitechapel in the 1880s.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c639-sZAj5o
Task 2: Research the following topics using the internet:
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

The problems of housing and overcrowding. Attempts to improve housing:
the Peabody Estate. (what were some of the problems? Why were
conditions bad? What is the Peabody Estate- what did it do?)
Provision for the poor in the Whitechapel workhouses. (What is a
workhouse, how did it support the poor, why was it a difficult place to be?)
The lack of employment opportunities and level of poverty.
Links between the environment and crime: the significance of Whitechapel
as an inner city area of poverty, discontent and crime.
The lodging houses and pubs create a population without ties to the
community. (What are lodging houses?)
The tensions arising from the settlement of immigrants from Ireland and
Eastern Europe. (How does immigration into Whitechapel give rise to fear of
certain groups?)
Pressures caused by the increase in Jewish immigration during the 1880s
and the tendency towards segregation. The growth of socialism and

Spend an hour each day
researching carefully on the
topic.

anarchism in Whitechapel. (What is segregation? What is socialism? Why
was there Jewish imigration into Whitechapel?)

Make notes in your book or create a powerpoint with key information and
supporting sources about what Whitechapel was like.
Task 3: Create a mind-map in your book with the words ‘Potential problems’ any
write down as many things are you can think of which might cause
crime/problems in Whitechapel (MAKE SURE YOU USE
KEYWORDS/HISTORICAL EVIDENCE)

ART

Think where you are up to and pick a relevant task
AO1 RESEARCH Task: Select one of these artists: Redmer Hoekstra,
Vincent Van Gogh, Michael Craig Martin, Karl Blossfield, Georgia
O’Keeffe, Peter Randell & Andy Goldsworthy.
Produce an artist study showing your creative skills & presentation skills.

Approx Guide as this is your
course work which counts as
60% of your marks
Wk1 Spend 3-4 hours
(3hrs+1hr Hw)
Wk 2 Spend 2-3hours
(2hrs+1hr Hw)

1. Title in bubble writing

2. Research the artist and find facts about their art work with 3-4 examples of
the artist work
3. Produce a detailed copy of the artist’s work
4. Describe the artist’s work
5. Write your opinion about their work & ideas you have looking at the artist.
AO2 EXPERIMENT Task: INTERPRETATIONS Produce a 1-2 pages
experimenting with your ideas working with your studied artist.
1. Using you own research, use artist style or techniques
2. Develop your ideas further, thinking like your artist and making a more
personal connection with artist and your ideas
3. RECREATE your ideas, experimenting with different media. Working
with different artist equipment (eg pens, paints, oil pastels etc) &
methods (collage, photography, printing, sewing etc).
4. Annotate your experiments & ideas
AO3 RECORD Task: N/A. We have already focused a lot on this this term
However, you can always work on improving your drawing/painting skills by
printing out photos or taking your own photos to print. Then producing an
accurate copy of the images using art equipment.
A04 FINAL PIECE Task: As we have looked at 2 -3 different artists, it is
now time to Plan 2-3 FINAL PIECES that show your personal response to your
theme, development of your artistic skills through studied artists. Ready to
produce a Final Piece.

MUSIC

BTEC Music:
Title: Computer Game and Soundtracks
Task 1:

Research the music from your favourite computer game - analyse the sound
effects, the soundtrack and voice overs. Write a review about the impact that
music has in a computer game.
Task 2:
Using soundlab create your own computer game demo. Produce a piece that
reflects a computer character of your choice. (For example: Mario etc.)
Task 3: Research the composers John William and James Horner
Why are they successful composers who write soundtracks?
GCSE Music:
AoS3 Rhythms of the World - Indian Music
Task
Use the power point provided on Google Classroom and listen to the links
provided on each slide. Then identify the main features of the music:
1. What are the features of the country’s traditional music folklore’s
instruments? What are they called? What family groups of instruments
are they in (string/woodwind/percussion)?
2. What are the main rhythmic features of the music? Are there any
unusual (irregular) time signatures? What are they? Can you play/ clap
them?
3. What are the main melodic features of the music? What tonality is the
music usually in? (major/minor/modal/ other types of scales - what ones)
4. Are there any ornaments being used?
5. What are the usual vocal features? What vocal techniques are being
used and are typical for this country’s music traditions?
6. Research one significant artist / band representing this country’s
tradition. Why are they important?

DRAMA

L.O.
To learn about three different
types of stages that can be used in theatre.

PRS

Title: Why do people join gangs?
Look at the following images and answer these questions.
Q1) Which one of these pictures shows a gang?
Q2) What is a gang?
Q3) Is there a difference between a gang and a group?

1 hour per week

Task 2:
A Gang is…

A group that has some form of membership, some form of hierarchy and
is often involved in criminal activity.
Do you agree with this definition? Explain why.

Watch the following video: http://vimeo.com/18012169
Answer the following questions while watching the video.
1.What are gangs?
2. Why do people join gangs?
3. What are the consequences?

Task 3:
What are three main reasons why people join gangs? Read the text and
write them down.

Task 4:
Read the information below and answer the following questions.
According to research the 3 top reasons people join gangs come under the
following categories.
Status (your level in society). Status frustration – feeling inadequate in a society
– you have a low social position

Sense of belonging – joining a gang can make people feel like they have
someone looking out for them and they are part of something bigger.
Social Network – joining a gang can provide you with a family or community
(people to hang out with) and a sense of excitement.
1. Which reason do you think is the most significant reason why people join
gangs? Explain your answer
2. In your opinion what is the biggest consequence of joining a gang?

FRENCH

TASK 1:

5 hours over 2 weeks

Complete QUIZLET quizzes.

Email your teacher if you need
any help

The links to the quizzes will be posted by your teacher on SHOW MY
HOMEWORK.
TASK 2:
Complete online tasks on ACTIVE LEARN.
The links to the tasks will be posted by your teacher on SHOW MY
HOMEWORK.
TASK 3: (HELP: vocab list Module 2 and WRITING MAT / PHOTO MAT)
Complete a photo card description:

TASK 4: (HELP: vocab list Module 2 and WRITING MAT)
Complete a piece of extended writing in French. This is an exam style
question from past papers.
You should write no less than 120 words and you must include the following
points:

Task 5 - Translate the following to French (Help module 2 vocab list).

SPANISH

TASK 1:

5 hours over 2 weeks

Complete QUIZLET quizzes.

Email your teacher if you need
any help

The links to the quizzes will be posted by your teacher on SHOW MY
HOMEWORK.
TASK 2:

Complete online tasks on ACTIVE LEARN.
The links to the tasks will be posted by your teacher on SHOW MY
HOMEWORK.
TASK 3: (HELP: vocab list Module 2 and WRITING MAT / PHOTO MAT)
Complete a photo card description:

TASK 4: (HELP: vocab list Module 2 and WRITING MAT)
Complete a piece of extended writing in Spanish. This is an exam style
question from past papers.
You should write no less than 120 words and you must include the following
points:

TASK 5:  Complete the two translations below (HELP: vocab list Module 2)

Business
GCSE

Topic 1.4 Making the business effective
You will find 4 Powerpoint presentations on SMHW and Google Classroom.
Read through the presentations and make notes in your books.
Complete the following Checkpoint tasks:
Task 1 The options for startup and small businesses

Task 2 Business Location

3 hours per week

Task 3 Marketing Mix

Task 4
Log into Seneca Learning and complete the assigned tasks.

3 hours per week

BTEC Enterprise
Component 1 . Learning Aim B
Market Research and ongoing customer needs
You will find 2 Powerpoint presentations on SMHW and Google Classroom.
Read through the presentations and make notes in your books.
Complete the following tasks:
Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4
Log into Seneca Learning and complete the assigned tasks.

Economics

Price
1. Explain whether price is a reflection of worth
2. Explain the role of markets in determining an efficient distribution of
resources.
3. Explain what is meant by equilibrium price and quantity
4. Draw and analyse the interaction of demand and supply
5. Explain the role of markets in the determination of price
6. Explain the role of markets in the allocation of resources
7. Analyse how the market forces of demand and supply affect equilibrium
price and quantity.

PE

GCSE PE;
Task 1
Log on to everlearner.
Watch videos on:
Muscles of the body,Role of Muscles and, Antagonistics pairs.
Task 2
Complete checkpoint 2.

Task 3
Copy and complete the following table. Look at the movement at the shoulder,
elbow, hip and knee joint when the muscles contract.
Name muscle
contracting

Movement
caused

Name of body
part moved

Sporting example

Gluteals contract

Extension

At the hip

Lifting the leg
backwards when
preparing to kick

Task 4
Research and define antagonistic pairs.Provide examples of 4 antagonistic
pairs (main muscles) and link these to sporting movements.
Each movement should have two phases A and B. Identify which muscle is
contracting and which is relaxing.
Task 5
-Select a sporting movement.
-List the Joints, bones which muscles in use are attached to and the working
antagonistic pair.

-Discuss what happens during each phase of movement for the skill. E.g when
the leg is extended after making contact with a football, the muscle contacting is
the quadricep.
Core PE:

Task 1
Complete the following online workouts.
https://youtu.be/LY5Dp0s4IxI
https://youtu.be/8ortypveAL0
Task 2
In your house design a circuit of 5 stations and perform different exercise at
each station (press ups, sit ups, star jumps, burpees, mountain climbers, squats
etc) Try and do 10 repetitions, complete the circuit and then complete another 2
times.
Go for a 20 minute run. Vary the pace.
Task 3
Choose 1 of these 3 workouts to complete:
Workout 1: HIIT Cardio workout (30 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50kH47ZztHs (alternatively you can find a
similar HIIT cardio workout to follow on youtube).

Workout 2: Choose a Joe Wicks ‘PE with Joe’ workout to complete
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyCLoPd4VxBs-Mlkx9dLsfmFeCB13nE
pC
Workout 3:Flexibility stretching routine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qULTwquOuT4
If you do not have access to the internet to watch these videos you can
complete this HIIT Cardio 20 minute workout written below:
18 minute HIIT Cardio workout:
-Instructions; Carry out each of the following exercises for 30 seconds each, no
rest in between each exercise. Once all 6 exercises are completed you can
have 1 minute rest, you will then complete all 6 exercises again back to back.
Finally have a 1 minute rest again and then complete all of the 6 exercises back
to back for the last time. (use a timer on your phone/clock to time your 30
seconds of each exercise and your 1 minute rest periods. Attempt to carry out
each exercise as quick as you can with high intensity + good form).
Exercises;
1- Star jumps
5- Burpees

2- Jump squats 3-Jumping lunges 4-Sit ups/Plank
6-High knees on spot

-At the end of the circuit do some light walking around your room and stretching
for 3 minutes to cool down.
Lesson: What are the changing patterns pf divorce?

SOCIOLOGY
Task 1

1. Copy out the terms into the correct order. Matching the key term to the
correct definition

2 hours per week
1 lesson per week

Empty shell marriages

Where religion is losing its influence
in society

Expectations

When a married couple lives under
the same roof but live different lives

Secularisation

Where individuals expect their
marriage or partners to be a certain
way, even if it's unrealistic

2. Choose two key terms and write two detailed sentences explaining how
these terms could relate to changing patterns in divorce.
3. Identify one new factor that could explain why there is a changing
pattern in divorce rates
Task 2

1. Describe the trends in the number of divorce between 1945 and 2013

2. Describe the trends in the number of marriages between 1945 and 2013
Task 3
Which sociological perspective is most likely to view the increase in divorce as
problematic for individuals and for society? Write a short paragraph explaining
your thinking
Task 4
Read the information below and answer the following exam questions
There are many factors that help to explain the increase in divorce. Here
are some main factors.
Changes in laws - legal changes such as The Divorce Reform(1969) act have
made divorce quicker, easy and legislation in 1984 allowed couples to request
for a divorce after one year of marriage, when previously you would have to wait
3 years.
Secularisation - As society modernised many people became less religious
and religious influences lost its power in decision making.
Changes in social attitudes and status of women - compared to the 1900’s,
there is less social stigma around divorce and it is now acceptable in society.
Another factor that influences divorce is changes in status of women. For
example, during the 1950’s, women were more economically dependent on men
whereas now, women participate more in the labour market and don’t need to
be married in order to be financially supported.
Feminism - Feminists would generally see the decline of marriage as a tradition
as a good thing, because traditional marriage is a patriarchal institution. Most
divorces proceedings are initiated by women which suggests that marriage
works less well for women than for men.
Functionalism - would interpret increase in divorce rates in a negative way,as
indicating a decline in morality, and a breakdown of social structure and order –
the family is supposed to be the fundamental building block of society, and it is
difficult to see what will replace it

Exam questions
1. Describe what sociologists mean by the term secularisation? - 3 marks
2. Identify and explain one law change that may have contributed to the
changing patterns in divorce? - 4 marks
3. Discuss how far sociologists agree that changing gender roles in society
are responsible for the increase in divorce since 1960 - 12 marks
Use the above information and the information from the table on divorce and
marriage rates to answer this question.
Sentence starters

Planning table

For additional support to help you answer the 12 mark question use the
following links;
Gender roles
https://hecticteachersalevelsociologysite.wordpress.com/unit-2-family-an
d-households-2/changing-roles-in-the-family/gender-roles/
Article - How work, gender norms, and money shape the risk of divorce
https://sociology.fas.harvard.edu/news/how-work-gender-norms-and-mon
ey-shape-risk-divorce
Lesson - What are the consequences of divorce?
Task 1
1. What are the causes of divorce? List three
2. What are the consequences? List five
Cause: something which made divorce happen

Consequence: the effect of divorce
Task 2
Read through all the statements below and decide if it is a cause of divorce or a
consequence of divorce. Copy them into your book
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Divorce has become easier to get since the 1971 Divorce Reform Act.
People have more liberal and accepting attitudes
Families have become more symmetrical as men feel the need to help
more as they know women are less tolerant of inequality.
Role models in the media mean that it is more acceptable to divorce.
Secularisation –religion is not so important and people do not feel it is a
‘sin’ to divorce.
Divorce is no longer stigmatised (given a negative label)
More women are working due to changes like the Equal Pay Act and are
more financially independent.
More children are at risk of poverty as 2 homes have to be kept
More remarriage and serial monogamy
After 1971 you no longer had to prove adultery or cruelty to get a divorce
Feminism has led to a change in attitudes; women will no longer accept
patriarchy (male dominance) in the family
There has been an increase in the number of reconstituted families
(stepfamilies)
More lone-parent families
More conflict in families due to issues with step-parents etc

Challenge: Which consequence of divorce do you think is most serious?
Explain why you think this.
Task 3 - Answer the following exam questions
1. Identify and describe why the average age at which people get married
has increased in the last 30 years. (3 marks)
2. Identify and explain what sociologists mean by a traditional nuclear
family. (4 marks)
3. Describe one possible consequence of divorce for husbands. (3 marks)

4. Identify and explain one change in family size in Britain (4 marks)
Exam tip - explain why size may occur.
Task 4
Discuss how far sociologists would agree that divorce has a significant negative
impact on families - 12 marks
Sentence starters

Planning table

Read the information below to help you answer this question
Effects of divorce on men
Stereotypes led us to believe divorce is only hard on women, however divorce
effects men in many ways, from economic to social
Health - Men experience more health problems in the process and after a
divorce. The most common health problems include weight fluctuations,
depression, anxiety and insomnia. Men also have the added stress of handling
all the finances and identity loss, which makes them much more susceptible to
both stroke and heart disease. Men are also more likely to self-medicate with
alcohol and drugs than women are instead of seeking therapy as women do in
stressful times.
Economically- In marriage you legally share all possessions with your partner,
however in most divorce cases, their possessions are split evenly, this is not fair
for men who in most cases are economic providers, as well as this, men must
pay things like alimony ( a set amount of money you pay for your divorced
partner) or child support if they do not have custody which they likely do not get

Effects of divorce on women
Although men suffer a lot from divorce, women sometimes have it much worse
off
Economically - if women decide to have custody over the children, this can
affect them worse in divorce than men, women may have to work triple shifts
(work, cleaning, taking care of children), this can be extremely hard and
stressful for women to manage.
Effects of divorce on children
Divorce is a stressful thing for most children and some kids rebound faster than
others. However in most cases, children suffer the most in divorce
Behavior - During and after the process, each child experiences different levels
of psychological trauma. Studies have shown that children who experience
divorce often have an increase in antisocial behavior, anxiety, and depression,
along with increased delinquent and aggressive behavior.
Emotional pain-a sense of loss - separation from a parent can mean you lose
not only your home, but your whole way of life different, with an unfamiliar
family, fearful about being left alone if one parent can go, perhaps the other will
do the same, angry at one or both parents for the relationship breakdown,
worried about having caused the parental separation: guilty, rejected and
insecure, torn between both parents.

RS

Title: Christian Practices
Task 1:  Read the following information and answer the following
questions.
The role of the Church - local community
Christian churches are often open all day for quiet reflection, and services are
regularly held with all being made welcome. In this way, churches can help
those who are lonely and provide support.

2 hours per week
1 lesson per week

Rites of passage are held in local churches so that the community can be
involved. Churches also often run youth groups, giving local children a place to
participate in activities.
Churches often provide help and advice for those in need, and many Christians
volunteer for local charities.
Many churches and Christians run food banks from their church halls. Some
Christians volunteer as street pastors, going out onto the streets at night to care
for those in need and those who are at risk of harm.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/znqck2p/revision/7
1. Give two examples of how the Church works to support the local
community.
2. Explain two ways in which Street Pastors carry out their Christian duty?
Task 2:  Read the following information and answer the following
questions.
Christian persecution today
Christian persecution refers to persistently cruel treatment, often due to religion
or belief.
Jesus told Christians to spread the word of Christianity, and acknowledged that
this may put them in danger.
And you will be hated by all for my name’s sake. But he who endures to
the end will be saved.
Matthew 10:22
There are still some circumstances in the 21st century, where Christians are
persecuted because of their beliefs. One example is the bombing of Christian
churches around the world.

Christian Freedom International and Open Doors are examples of organisations
in the UK who help persecuted Christians. Their work in helping these
Christians has involved:
●
●
●

training Christians and church leaders to support them through the
trauma they may have suffered
providing advice and support to Christians who have been victims of
disaster
speaking on behalf of Christians to help raise awareness of the situation
they are in

Persecution of Christians in the modern world
In recent decades there has been a rise in the persecution of Christians across
the globe. That number is still on the rise.
Christians are persecuted for their religious beliefs and are prevented from
practising them in a number of areas including Asia, Africa and the Middle East.
In these areas the number of Christians being persecuted has been on the
increase including countries such as Iraq, Iran, Sudan and Syria. Many of these
areas have suffered conflict in recent years and are often areas where Islamic
extremism is a major issue.
Facing persecution for faith is not a new concept for the Catholic Church. Christ
talked about persecution and the issues that disciples of his may face.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z8m24qt/revision/7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zcrgh39/revision/11
1.
2.
3.
4.

Define the term persecution.
How do Christian Churches respond to persecution?
What did Jesus say about persecution?
Give two reasons why some forms of persecution might not have totally
negative effects?

Challenge: Explain whether you think Christians ever get persecuted in Britain
today. Give reasons for your answer.

Task 3:  Copy and complete the table below. Write down quotes from
scripture that you think supports the response.
Use the following to find bible quotes to complete this table
https://www.openbible.info/topics/persecution

Task 4: Complete the following exam question.
‘It is not possible to “rejoice and be glad” if you are suffering
persecution.’ [12 Marks]
Evaluate this statement. In your answer you should:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Refer to Christian teachings, scriptures and writings
Give 3 developed arguments to support this statement
Give 3 developed arguments to support a different point of view
Reach a justified conclusion
Lesson: The church’s response to world poverty

Task 1
What do you think the importance of the Church is? Give a detailed explanation
Task 2 - Helping those in poverty
Christians try to help those living in poverty because Jesus taught that this was
important.
Read the following quote and write a detailed explanation explaining what
you think this quote means?
“If anyone has material possessions and sees a brother or sister in need but
has no pity on them, how can the love of God be in that person? Dear children,
let us not love with words or speech but with actions and in truth.”
[1 John 3:17-18 NIV]
Task 3 - Read the information below and answer following questions
Christians try to help those living in poverty because Jesus taught that this was
important. For example:

➢ Jesus once told a rich man to sell everything and give to the poor (Mark
10:21).
➢ The parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus tells of a rich man who ends
up in hell for ignoring a beggar.
➢ The parable of the Good Samaritan teaches the importance of helping
all people.
➢ Jesus helped outcasts such as lepers, tax collectors and sinners.

1. Why do you think it is necessary for Christians to help the poor.
2. How has the church helped poverty?
3. Explain three teaching that inspire Christians to help those in poverty
Task 4 - Read the following information and answer the questions below

Tearfund
Tearfund is an evangelical organisation that aims to contribute to ending hunger
all over the world. It cares for refugees in particular. Tearfund often encourages
young people to spend time overseas helping on projects. It supplies various
kinds of aid, but there is a large focus on spiritual needs as well as physical.
Tearful has set up over 67,000 churches.
Tearfund has been working in Ethiopia since the 1970s. It began by creating
self-help groups in order to make the country sustainable. It has also provided
emergency aid following droughts.
In Zambia, Tearfund has focused on teaching skills to local people, such as how
to plant crops so as to produce a large amount of food.
Christian Aid
Christian Aid was set up after World War Two to help refugees in Europe. It now
works in disaster zones around the world.
Every year, during Christian Aid Week, the organisation asks each household in
the UK to give money to help continue its work to end poverty throughout the
world. Christian Aid projects often use the skills of local people to improve life
for the community.
CAFOD
The Catholic Agency for Overseas Development (CAFOD) works to fight
poverty and injustice around the world. It works through churches in places that
have suffered natural disasters, aiming to give people the skills to help
themselves.
1. Write down examples of how CAFOD, Christian Aid and Tearfund help
countries where there is conflict, natural disasters or extreme poverty
2. Explain the importance of these Christian charities
Task 5
‘Religious charities should just concentrate on emergency aid’ [12 marks]

Evaluate this statement. In your answer you should:
➢
➢
➢
➢

FOOD

Refer to Christian teachings, scriptures and writings
Give 3 developed arguments to support this statement
Give 3 developed arguments to support a different point of view
Reach a justified conclusion

Task 1
If you have internet access, log in to the ‘AQA Illuminate Publishing
digital book’ for help. This is the online version of the textbooks we use in
school.
Your login details:
Username: SWOODSIDE3
Password: N22 5QJ3
BBC Bitesize can also be used to help you with this task:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjr8mp3/articles/z8qf6g8
Write an article for a nutrition based blog and printed magazine
Taking up at least one full page in your book, write an article explaining
and describing the pros and cons of food processing. You can add
images to back up your points and engage the reader if you have printer
access or want to include illustrations.
You should include facts about the following (and include your personal
opinion at the end of the article):
● What food processing is- what levels are there and why is it
generally used?
● The positives and negatives. Arguments for and against.
(Interview family members to get some opinions)
● Environmental impacts
● Possible social impacts e.g. Fairtrade
● Effects on people’s health

You should be spending at least
2 hours per week on your Food
Prep and Nutrition work.
Each task should take 1-2 hours
to complete.

● Why do people choose processed foods? Think about financial
and time constraints in people’s lives.
● What are the alternatives?
● What does processing improve or destroy in the flavours, textures,
colours etc of foods? Why?
Consider your spelling and grammar, and try to make your article as
interesting to read as possible. Include facts, statistics, opinions and your
own thoughts/ideas.
DT

Task 1 - Sources and Origins and the Characteristics of Timbers

Task 1 - 1 hour

Please create an informative booklet on the sources and origins of timbers, this
must included the following information:

Task 2 - 1 hour

●
●
●
●

Types, properties (characteristics), advantages and disadvantages and
applications (uses) of Hardwoods
Types, properties (characteristics), advantages and disadvantages and
applications (uses) of Softwoods
Types, properties (characteristics), advantages and disadvantages and
applications (uses) of Manufactured Timbers
Characteristics of Timbers - Knots, colours, grain structure, density,
working properties

Information can be found in your GCSE textbook or on BBC Bitesize
Task 2 - Social and Ecological Issues Surrounding Timbers
Please write a news report on the Social and Ecological Issues Surrounding
Timbers. You should write about the following:
●
●
●
●
●

Deforestation
Trend Forecasting
Sustainability and Carbon footprints
Recycled Timbers
The ‘6 R’s’

Task 3 - 3 hours

Information can be found in your GCSE textbook or on BBC Bitesize
Task 3 - Iconic Design Movements
1. Produce a study of 3 iconic design movements. Possible design
movements could be; Art Deco, Bauhaus, Memphis, Cubism,
Constructivism, Futurism, Minimalism, Pop Art, Surrealism
You will need to include information on the following:
●
●
●
●

What was the inspiration for the movements?
What are the key characteristics of the style?
Who were the most influential designers involved?
What are the most famous examples of designs/products in that
style?
2. Develop designs for a range of everyday household products/furniture
that are inspired by each movement you have studied.
Task 1

COMPUTER
SCIENCE

Visit the following website and complete the quiz:

Completing all of these tasks
should take a minimum of 3
hours

https://realpython.com/quizzes/python-data-types/

Task 2
Visit the website: https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_conditions.asp
Different topics are listed on the left, complete all the exercises from Python
If...Else to the last task on Python Arrays

HEALTH AND
SOCIAL CARE

Component 1 -Learning Aim B

Task 1 should take 40 mins
Task 2 should take 1-2hrs

Task 1: Produce a personal timeline on the course of your life from birth to
age. Age. Note the life events that have already happened those you expect to
happen.
Then do the following;
1) Identify life events that are expected at a particular life stage (for
example starting school) and expected life events that may happen at
different stages (for example, marriage)
2) Find another individual and create a timeline for them. Compare the
information and have a discussion about the similarities and differences.
Task 2: Complete the expected and unexpected life events booklet that has
been provided. Compare the PIES of expected and unexpected life events on
individuals. Carefully complete all tasks in detail as you will need this
information for your coursework.
Task 3: Make sure you have completed any written outstanding coursework for
Learning Aim A. Please ensure the relevant changes and corrections have been
made in order to effectively meet the Pass criteria. This will need to be printed
and kept in your folder of evidence.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Work linked to your AO’S
AO1 Task: Re-create a photographer's photos using different media
(Photoshop, collage, paint…)
Annotate work at the end explaining what you did and how it looks.

AO2 Task: Using your camera/phone camera practice refining ways of
taking photos exploring different techniques more than once to show you
are developing your skills.
Annotate this work once completed too, writing about how it was done
and the concept behind why you took the photo in such a way.
AO3 Task:Take photos specifically linked to your ideas with clear
annotated description.
A04 Task: Plan minimum 2 ideas that demonstrate an understanding of
prior experiments used in your work. These pages should have
annotation on and Primary & Secondary images on.

